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Baring Head – 50 year record of data



A growing number of remote sensing data sources



One example (of many) –
Computer Vision as a Service

Example: Detecting 
introduced weeds that plague 
our lakes and rivers

• Tested at NIWA’s Ruakura research facility
• Autonomous boat speed 0 to 1.8 m/s
• GoPro mounted under boat
• Three species planted out

- Lagarosiphon (red)
- Elodea (green)
- Myriophyllum (yellow)

• Detector trained and tested



Data on a journey

NIWA deploys and maintains those instruments (Field Teams) in 
various environments, some very remote (Franz Josef Weather 
stations, Waitomo Caves, Antarctica, Pacific Islands)

Rain drops that make their way into one of NIWA's smart rain gauges 
mark the beginning of a long and involved data journey that snakes 
through cellular networks, desktop applications, data centres and top-
of-the-line supercomputers.



Data refinement

• Machine Learning in 
Environmental 
Monitoring

Sensor quality control and Forecasting Enabling NIWA to gain real-time 
insights and understanding on the impact of environmental conditions on 
weather-dependent sectors and supply-chain decision making.

Uncorrelated patterns

Spikes and point anomalies Uncorrelated patterns

Point anomalies

Outlier & Baseline Classes Minority & Baseline Classes

Uncorrelated patterns



From exa to zetta – and back down to a dose of Kiwi reality
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New Zealand observations
• Practicality 
• Use our natural advantages
• Exports & imports
• Study & survey the rest of the 

world, then use their success 
as a guide

• Playful banter with those 
across the Tasman Sea



Early (high performance) computer requirements

1976/1977 Forward Path Specifications

• “reception and filing of selected satellite data in real time”

• “high speed communication link to the World Meteorological 
Centre in Melbourne”

• “forecast runs will be made four times a day for periods of 12-36 
hours ahead”

• “A FORTRAN IV compiler is required”

• Physical data:  kVA, BThU/hr, space requirements

• 30-day reliability test: “no more than 10 instances of 
unscheduled down time”

• “duplicate parts of the system to ensure minimal down time”

• “Competent software specialists must be located in New Zealand 
for telephone consultations”

• “At present no statistical forecasting programs are operational 
but they are likely to be used more extensively in the future to 
predict weather elements and events which can not be done 
directly from the dynamical forecasting models”

1976/1977 Antiquated Specifications

• “one million characters per day” of data transfer

• “core (memory) storage requirements 32 K words

• a card reader is required to read at least 200 cpm
on standard 80 column cards

• “average execution time for a floating point 
instruction can be only a few microseconds”

• input/output devices: card reader, buffered line 
printer, teletypewriter, paper tape punch, paper 
tape reader, ICC modem



1999

• CRAY T3E-1200

• #89 on the 
November 1999 
TOP500 list

• 144 processors, 
0.17 peak teraflops



2010

• IBM p575 
POWER6 system

• 700 kilowatts for 
power & cooling



2017/2018
• Cray XC50, Cray CS400 & CS500, Spectrum Scale

• 400 kilowatts sum; Maui could be #500 in 2019?



NIWA advances in numerical weather prediction

NZCSM 
1.5km

NZLAM 
12km 4km

Global 
23km 17km



Canterbury flooding 29-31 May 2021

• Compared to rainfall forecast alone, AFAS provides more detailed 
information about which rivers may be most affected by high flow and 
when



Combine weather with rainfall data, river flow data, and catchment models

Rain data at NIWA Modelled rivers

~50,000 
basins

Flow data: no national database



Hydrometeorological and flood context in New Zealand

• Complex terrain: 
forecasting = challenging

• Extreme rainfall amounts 
in NZ

• Large number of rivers to 
monitor/model/calibrate

• Flood events across 
multiple regions/nation

• Compartmentalized roles 
and responsibilities



Example absolute and categorical river flow forecasts for 
the Westport flood event 17th July 2021



Evaluation of the relative framework and hydrology modelling

A) shows absolute flow performance with the KGE score, 
B) shows the categorical performance with the Gerrity score (GS) for six flow 

categories.
C) and D) show the flood over threshold performance using the critical success 

index (CSI) for the 90% and 99% threshold respectively. 

The histograms indicate the number of stations in each score bin

Performance of hourly reference flow climatology for 293 stations across New Zealand (1975-2020). 

• Best performing sites for categorical and 
flood flows are for large, medium 
responding and dry to medium wet 
catchments. 

• Poorest performance is in dry cold regions 
and the volcanic zone 

• Model response to rainfall is too smooth 
and insufficiently flashy

• Categorical flow representation improved 
performance over absolute flows 



Flood event July 2021 – Buller model

▪ Early forecasts tracked well
▪ 2 out of 3 sites went down
▪ Issues flow DA for forecasts 

close to event



Impact of flooding 
in New Zealand

Date Event Inflation Adjusted Costs (million 

NZ$)

16-Jul-2021 West Coast, Upper South Island and North Island Flooding 117.5*

03-Ap-2017 Cyclone Debbie remnants 91.46

09-Nov-2020 Napier Flooding 87.72

07-Mar-2017 Upper North Island flooding 61.7

17-Apr-2014 Easter Weekend Storm and Floods 56.9

30-Aus-2021 West Auckland Flooding 56.5*

19-Apr-2013 Nelson/Bay of Plenty storm and floods 48.2

29-May-2021 Canterbury Flooding 46.4

01-Feb-2018 Cyclone Fehi 45.9

17-Jul-2020 Upper North Island Flooding 44.19

18-Jun-2015 Flooding and Storm Lower North Island including Whanganui 42.4

20-Feb-2018 Ex-Tropical Cyclone Gita 35.6

04-Jan-2018 Nationwide severe weather 34.2

20-Jul-2017 South Island flooding 31.2

23-Mar-2016 Flooding and Wind - North and South Islands 30.9

03-Feb-2020 Southland Flooding 29.64

02-Jun-2015 Flooding and Storm - Otago 28.8

27-Apr-2018 Nationwide severe weather including flooding in Rotorua 21.3

29-Jan-2011 Storm/flooding Bat of Plenty to Northland 21.3

15-Dec-2011 Nelson floods 17.8

The 20 costliest flood 

events that occurred 

since 2010 in New 

Zealand (from top to 

bottom). 



The scientific workflow for operational forecasting is very 
complex – and handled by the Cylc (“silk”) Workflow Engine

H. Oliver, et al.,"Workflow Automation for Cycling Systems" in Computing in Science & Engineering, vol. 21, no. 04, pp. 7-21, 2019. 
doi: 10.1109/MCSE.2019.2906593 

Weather forecast suite National River flow forecast suite High Performance Computing



What does the industry do with all of that data?

• Survey of worldwide sites (NOAA, NCAR, UK 
Met Office, ECMWF)

• 20 PB input (one copy local, one to the cloud)

• 80 PB output (single copy, local)

• 24 PB output (split between 3 cloud vendors)

• 500 PB output (moving to one cloud vendor)

• 675 PB output (all local, 150 PB is a copy)

• some success at reducing data holdings –
largely through appointment of a ‘data 
steward’ and some vigorous actions

one site:

• “retooling, getting more intentional about how to store data, and for how long”

• “cost of storing data indefinitely is prohibitive – even at the cost of tape”



What should NIWA do with all of that data?

A. Sensor data is not that large.  On the order of gigabytes 
to several terabytes

B. Additional project – apply machine learning to read and 
digitize weather records from 150 years ago (search 
NIWA+Microsoft+weather for 4 minutes of video fun) 

C. HPC weather output has grown to 6 PB, increasing now 
at 2 PB per year

D. HPC climate simulation output has grown to 6 PB

E. From the survey of the industry, we arrive at the 
sentiment expresses on Tuesday:

“There isn’t one solution for everyone”

Corollary:

“There isn’t just one solution for NIWA”



Crossing the Waimakariri
“No person ever steps in 
the same river twice, for 
it’s not the same river and 
they aren’t the same 
person” 

Heraclitus (544-483 B.C.)
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NIWA Operational Weather Forecasting



NIWA Operational Weather Forecasting

• Based on the Unified Model (UK Met Office)

• Currently 4 operational model configurations

• Ensemble forecasting coming soon

• Additional models (e.g., wave and tide forecast)

• Complex workflows with numerous pre- and post-
processing tasks
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Cloud HPC @2023



What do we need for running weather models?

• Moderately high CPU core count (1200-1500 cores per model)

• Low latency interconnect (frequent halo swaps with MPI)

• High-throughput IO system – ideally a parallel file system

• Scratch and archive storage (> 250-500 GB per model run)

• High availability and reliability (4 model runs per day)

• Ideally similar compute architecture as UK Met Office – simpler porting!

=> Use NZCSM model for trialling cloud PoC



What do vendors offer?

• HPC services also offered by other vendors, such as Oracle, HPE, …

• Fairly similar concepts across vendors

• Config and provisioning can usually be automated

Service AWS Azure Google

Compute EC2 c5i, hpc6a, … HBv2, HC, … C2, C2D, …

Network Elastic Fabric Adapter HDR InfiniBand Low-latency Ethernet

Storage (object + high perf) S3 and Lustre Blob, NetApp Cloud Storage and Lustre

Configuration ParallelCluster CycleCloud Cloud HPC Toolkit



NWP Cloud HPC Architecture

• Head node runs Slurm and Cylc

• Two HPC queues (small/large)

• Fast storage: scratch

• Object store: persistent storage

• Data staging to fast storage and 
tidy-up to object store

• Object stores can expose pseudo 
file system

Cloud Vendor

Head Node
Slurm + Cylc

Compute 
Nodes
Compute 

Nodes

Compute 
Nodes A

Large Jobs

Cloud HPC

Compute 
Node B

Small JobsObject 
Store

Fast 
Storage

User

ssh
Cylc GUI



Lessons Learned



General Impressions

• It works ☺

• Performance results are encouraging – competitive compute and IO 
performance, straightforward to use, very similar to on-prem

• Great strong scaling

• Small ssh lag with Australia-East region, workable with US-East region

• Great tools, e.g., AWS cluster CLI or Azure cloud portal

• “DIY HPC” – build custom solution in minutes



Challenges and Open Questions

• Data has gravity, need to choose data centre carefully

• Cost - fast storage is expensive

• Move from persistent resource use to ephemeral use – lots of scripting, 
need to educate users (!)

• (Un)availability of compute resources – reserve, migrate, …?

• Tailor HPC solutions to each project? Let some projects share?



Summary



Summary

• Encouraging results for this Unified Model forecasting pilot

• Relatively straightforward to use, good tools

• Need to embrace automation and careful data staging

• Storage needs a lot of care – what, how, where to transfer and store?



Thank you
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